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UNIT PRICING

Consumers are always looking for ways to save money. Deciding which brands cost less and still meet a family's needs isn't easy. Unit pricing is being adopted by many retailers to help consumers compare prices quickly.

Although unit pricing has been used through the years to show the cost of meat, dairy products and fresh produce, its recent occurrence in other areas has puzzled consumers.

Many methods of presenting unit prices are available, but shelf labeling is the most commonly used. Study the example below and compare it with labels found in stores where you shop.

If the consumer has strong preferences about brands and cost is a small factor to him, he may not even consider unit prices. If cost is the most important factor, the consumer may let unit price differences alone determine which item he buys.

How can similar products in different types of packages be compared?

The consumer may consider several questions in deciding how he will use unit pricing in future shopping.

- How important is cost when choosing between brands or items?

If the consumer has strong preferences about brands and cost is a small factor to him, he may not even consider unit prices. If cost is the most important factor, the consumer may let unit price differences alone determine which item he buys.

- How can similar products in different types of packages be compared?

The weight of a can of beans packed in water would be different from the same amount vacuum packed or packaged in a dried or frozen form. In this case, the consumer cannot depend on unit prices for comparison. Comparing the cost per serving would be more realistic.
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• How much time is available for comparative shopping?

In the average visit to a grocery store the consumer spends about 20 to 25 minutes choosing from 8,000 to 10,000 items. Decide before entering the store what form of the product is needed for the intended use and storage space. Then go to store display areas where products are available in the form you desire. Unit pricing can be used to quickly compare costs of brands.

• Why is the weight of an item important?

Many consumers believe that the “king size” is most economical. This is not always true. Unit prices help the consumer compare different size packages of the same product to see which size actually costs the least. Prices change from week to week making it necessary to compare prices each time.

• Is the lowest price always the best buy?

Quality difference also must be considered. If your family prefers brand A over brand B, that factor might be more important than price difference. There is some evidence, in fact, that consumers do not alter many purchasing decisions as a result of unit pricing.

Consumers may find that not all stores have unit pricing. Unit price labels may differ from store to store. The retailer who provides unit pricing information is faced with added installation and operating costs when providing another consumer service.

• Why do retailers provide unit pricing information?

• To increase consumer confidence.
• To improve the image of the retailer and his store.
• To provide competition against stores without unit pricing.
• To improve inventory and price controls to better serve consumers.

• Why don’t all retailers offer unit pricing?

• Unit pricing is costly to initiate. About 80 percent of all food stores are independently owned stores and may find this cost prohibitive.
• Maintaining the system may increase store costs.

• Pricing flexibility also may be reduced, particularly for the small firm or single store.

OPEN DATING

Open dating refers to consumer-readable dates or code numbers printed on packages or containers. Purpose of open dating is to provide consumers with some indication of perishability. Many producers are using a month and day code similar to the example below.

Although many codes are a month and day, much confusion remains in determining the meaning of the dates. The consumer who finds code numbers printed on containers and doesn’t understand their meaning may have questions answered by the retailer. The retailer may use one of the following terms to tell what code numbers mean:

• Package date — indicates when the item was packaged. Fresh meats packaged by the store may have a package date.
• Expiration date — indicates the last day for consumption or use. Expiration dates may be found on yeast and photography film.
• Pull date — indicates time for retailers to remove the product from the shelf. The product still has “normal” home-storage life. This code is typical on dairy products.

Consumers are concerned about the freshness of perishable products they buy. Open dating gives some indication of freshness, but it does not guarantee freshness. The consumer may consider the following questions when using open dating information in making decisions.
• To what extent is freshness indicated by open dating?
  • Open dating gives consumers some information to determine freshness of product at the time of purchase.

• Why is freshness not guaranteed by open dating?
  • The product’s original quality and the manner in which it has been handled influence freshness as much as when it was packaged, when it expires, or when it is to be removed from the shelf.
  • Moving perishable products quickly from the store to home is just as important as from a refrigerated truck to the store’s cooler.

• Why have retailers endorsed an open dating policy and provided leadership for its adoption?
  • Retailers have a goal to provide fresh, high quality products to match consumers’ desires.
  • Retailers are as concerned as consumers about the lack of uniformity of dates and methods used in open dating.
  • Many retailers have endorsed open dating because it aids them in inventory control and rotation.
  • Retailers’ fear that consumers will “paw over” products has not been substantiated when open dating was used.
  • The potential for reducing operation costs and increasing consumer confidence has encouraged many firms to use open dating.

Unit pricing and open dating are just two of the many tools available for consumers to use in making decisions quickly and efficiently. These tools have been given voluntarily to the consumer by the retailer. Consumers and retailers can examine the facts and objectively decide if unit pricing and open dating are a benefit or burden.
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